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Observations of Electron Diffusion Regions at the Subsolar Magnetopause
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Electric and magnetic field observations on the Polar satellite at the subsolar magnetopause show that
the magnetopause current is often striated. The largest of the resulting current channels are interpreted
as electron diffusion regions because their widths are several electron skin depths and the electron flow
Ue within them does not satisfy ~EE� ~UUe � ~BB � 0. The data suggest that the magnetopause contains
many such electron diffusion regions and that they are required because ~EE� ~BB=B2 drifting electrons
cannot carry the large filamentary currents imposed on the local plasma. The most probable inter-
pretation of ~EE� ~UUe � ~BB � 0 is that the pressure term on the right side of the generalized Ohm’s law
balances this inequality.
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magnetopause and to shed light on the physical mecha-
nisms associated with their existence

that the magnetopause current is often striated. Panel F
gives the electric field in the Y direction, which was as
Magnetic field reconnection occurs at the interface of
two magnetized plasmas that flow towards each other.
Reconnection converts the energy stored in the magnetic
field into kinetic energy and it modifies magnetic field
topologies to allow mass and momentum transfer from
one region to the other. Reconnection is known to be the
process underlying solar wind-terrestrial magnetosphere
interactions and the ensuing internal dynamics of the
terrestrial magnetosphere [1] and it is believed to be an
agent responsible for particle acceleration on the sun and
in the cosmos.

The physics of reconnection occurs on two spatial
scales that are associated with the ion and electron dy-
namics, respectively. On the larger scale of the ion dif-
fusion region, which is c=!pi (�100 km at the subsolar
magnetopause, where c is the speed of light and !pi is the
ion plasma frequency), ions become decoupled from the
magnetic field because their fluid velocity ~UUi no longer
obeys ~EE� ~UUi � ~BB � 0, where ~EE and ~BB are the electric
and magnetic fields, respectively. On the smaller scale of
the electron diffusion region, which is c=!pe (�2 km at
the subsolar magnetopause, where !pe is the electron
plasma frequency), electrons become decoupled from
the magnetic field because ~EE� ~UUe � ~BB � 0.

The efficiency of reconnection is controlled by bound-
ary conditions and by the physics in the electron diffu-
sion region. Historically, the main scientific arguments
about reconnection have been less about its existence than
about its efficiency [1]. For example, early solar flare
theories predicted that reconnection was unimportant
because the model of the electron diffusion region as-
sumed in those theories did not allow reconnection at a
sufficiently fast rate.

The only prior observation of the electron diffusion
region in the magnetosphere is statistical in nature [2].
The purpose of this Letter is to present the first direct
observations of electron diffusion regions at the subsolar
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After moving the � ~jj� ~BB� term from the right to the left
side of the generalized Ohm’s law [3] and simplifying, it
becomes

~EE� ~UUe � ~BB � �
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� �~jj; (1)

where ~UUe is the velocity of a fluid element of electrons; ~jj is
the current density; n is the plasma density; P

$
e is the

electron pressure tensor, assumed for simplicity to be
isotropic; me and e are the mass and charge, respectively,
of the electron; and � is the resistivity.

This equation describes the fact that the electron diffu-
sion region, which occurs when ~EE� ~UUe � ~BB � 0, is as-
sociated with a nonzero divergence of the pressure tensor,
inertial effects, and/or resistivity. The nonzero nature of
~EE� ~UUe � ~BB and each of the terms on the right-hand side
of Eq. (1) will be estimated in the following discussion of
three traversals of electron diffusion regions at the sub-
solar magnetopause by the Polar satellite. Polar is the
only satellite that has flown a three-component electric
field experiment through the magnetopause to make high
time resolution measurements of the electric field (12.5–
25 ms) and the plasma density from the spacecraft po-
tential (0.2 s). Such measurements are required to search
for electron diffusion regions.

The event of March 31, 2002.—Figure 1 gives 12 s of
data during a crossing from the magnetosheath to the
magnetosphere, in which the plasma density in panel A
decreased from about 10 to 2 cm�3 (the dots in each panel
represent the actual measurements). The next three panels
give the magnetic field in the minimum variance coor-
dinate system in which X is the minimum variance di-
rection and Z is the direction of the reconnecting
magnetic field that increased from 0 to about 80 nT,
largely in three steps of 10–20 nT each (panel D). These
magnetic field steps are rather typical and they signify
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FIG. 1. Plasma density, magnetic, and electric fields mea-
sured during a magnetopause crossing from the magnetosheath
to the magnetosphere.
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large as 60 mV=m in the last current filament. Associated
with this current filament, the plasma density decreased
by about a factor of 2, as also illustrated in panel A of the
1-s plot in Fig. 2. Such density fluctuations and large
electric fields are characteristic features of magneto-
pause current filaments and they suggest that such large
current filaments may be electron diffusion regions. To
confirm this association, it is necessary to show both that
the size of the current filament is a few times c=!pe and
that ~EE� ~UUe � ~BB � 0.
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FIG. 2. One second of data during the magnetopause crossing
in Fig. 1.
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The magnetopause speed, needed to determine the size
of this current filament, may be estimated in three ways.
The average X component of ~EE� ~BB=B2 during this inter-
val was 76 km=s, which suggests a similar magnetopause
speed. By noting that EY in Fig. 1 was more positive after
the magnetopause crossing than before, another estimate
of the magnetopause speed may be obtained by trans-
forming to a frame in which the tangential component of
the electric field was constant. This gives a magnetopause
speed of 46 km=s and a tangential electric field in the
magnetopause frame of 0:3 mV=m. Last, the magneto-
pause speed may be estimated by performing a Faraday
residue analysis [4]. For any time interval between 2 and
12 s, this analysis gives a magnetopause speed of 55 km=s
within 10 km=s. The speed of 60� 15 km=s combines
with the 0.2 s duration of the large electric field in panel C
in Fig. 2 to yield a thickness of 11� 3 km or �4� 1�c=
!pe. (The duration of the electric field signal rather than
the duration of the step in the magnetic field is used
because the magnetic field data is low-pass filtered, so
its rise time is determined by filter characteristics.)

As illustrated in panel D in Fig. 2, there was an
apparent parallel electric field as large as 8 mV=m in
the current filament. Time resolution issues and measure-
ment errors result in a few mV=m uncertainty in the
parallel electric field. Because the measured parallel field
is not large compared to this uncertainty, the argument
for its existence (and the conclusion that this is an elec-
tron diffusion region because ~EE� ~UUe � ~BB cannot be zero
if there is a parallel electric field) is strengthened by
similar parallel field observations in other events.

The flow speed of the current carriers in this filament is
estimated by applying Ampere’s law to the line integral
around a rectangle of width vMP�t in the X direction and
height L in the Z direction, where vMP � 60� 15 km=s is
the magnetopause speed and �t � 0:2 s is the time of
passage through the large current region. If it is assumed
that electrons carry the enhanced current (because the
ion gyroradius is much larger than the size of the region),
that both the variation of BX with Z and the displacement
current may be neglected, and that the magnetopause
crossed the spacecraft at a constant speed in the mini-
mum variance X direction, then Ampere’s law yields the
estimate of UeY as a function of time that is given in
panel E in Fig. 1. It is as large as 1000 km=s because of
the large current that the electrons are required to carry
in this filament. It may be a factor of 2 greater than this
estimate because the low-pass filtering of the magnetic
field precludes more rapid changes of B. This large speed
also precludes the ions from carrying the current because
they would have to be accelerated to � 10 keV, which has
not been reported at the magnetopause.

This electron flow speed and the measured fields allow
computation of � ~EE� ~UUe� ~BB�X � �EX �UeYBZ �UeZBY�
as a function of time (UeZ has also been computed from
Ampere’s law by considering a rectangle in the X-Y
plane). Figure 3 compares EX with UeYBZ and UeZBY .
245002-2
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FIG. 3 (color). Components of �E� Ue � B�X for the mag-
netopause crossing in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 4. Plasma density, magnetic, and electric fields mea-
sured during a magnetopause crossing from the magnetosphere
to the magnetosheath.
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The largest value of jUeYBZj occurs at the time of the only
large EX. That jUeYBZj is significantly larger than jEXj
also shows that this is an electron diffusion region. The
deviation of � ~EE� ~UUe � ~BB�X from zero is the order of
50 mV=m in the large current region. To examine whether
the observed electron density fluctuation can be associ-
ated with a pressure gradient of this magnitude, it is
assumed that the observed fluctuation is spatial and not
temporal. The effective electric field produced by these
fluctuations for ��n=n� � �1 and kT=e � 1000 V is
roughly 50 mV=m. Thus, the pressure gradient term on
the right-hand side of Eq. (1) could be large enough to
account for the nonzero value of the left-hand side. From
the maximum current density of � 10�6 A=m2, which
passed over the spacecraft in roughly 200 ms, the con-
vective derivative part of the inertial term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (1) is estimated to be more than 2 orders
of magnitude too small to contribute to the electron
physics.

The event of April 2, 2002.—In Fig. 4, 4 s of data are
plotted for a crossing from the magnetosphere, having a
plasma density of about 2 cm�3 (panel A) and a BZ of
about 60 nT (panel B), to a magnetosheath having a
density of about 8 cm�3 and BZ � 0. BZ changed in two
or three steps with the largest step being about 20 nT in
150 ms (this time comes from the duration of the electric
field pulse in panel D). Associated with this current
channel there was also a large density fluctuation and a
parallel electric field of � 5 mV=m (panel E). The non-
zero parallel electric field argues for this being an elec-
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tron diffusion region. The electron flow speed required to
carry the current associated with the change of BZ
(panel C) was larger than 2500 km=s. During this time
interval, the average x component of ~EE� ~BB=B2 was
�65 km=s. If the magnetopause speed was similar in
magnitude, the width of the crossing was about 10 km,
or about 4c=!pe. If the density variation was spatial, the
effective electric field associated with the pressure gra-
dient may have been as large as 50 mV=m.

The event of March 16, 2003.—Figure 5 presents 5 s of
data during an event that occurred when the data trans-
mission rate was at least twice that of the earlier plots.
The current channel lasted about 150 ms near 1208:39.6,
as measured by the 60 mV=m electric field in panel E. BZ
changed by more than 40 nT during this time (panel C)
and there was a major density change (panel A). The
electron flow speed required to carry the current in this
filament was greater than 1200 km=s (panel D). Because
of the higher data rate, the broadband filter channels
centered at frequencies of 32, 256, and 2048 Hz
(panel F) had sufficient time resolution to measure the
wave amplitude within the current channel. The wave
power at all frequencies from � 32 to � 2048 Hz was
enhanced by more than 20 dB inside the current channel.
The 32 Hz channel measures the power at the lower
hybrid frequency and that due to a Doppler shifted spatial
structure. Near 1208:39, in the high beta region associ-
ated with a minimum in the magnetic field intensity
(panel B) and as BZ passed through zero, the wave power
245002-3
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FIG. 5 (color). Plasma density, fields, and wave power mea-
sured during a magnetopause crossing from the magnetosheath
to the magnetosphere.
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was a minimum. This is consistent with results reported
by Bale et al. [5], which are explained as damping of the
wave mode in a high beta plasma.

Discussion.—During a search through approximately
1000 subsolar magnetopause crossings, about 75 examples
of apparent electron diffusion regions were found. The
presence of parallel electric fields in several cases lends
confidence in the measurement and the conclusion that
these are electron diffusion regions.

The probability of encountering an electron diffusion
region in a single magnetopause crossing is measured to
be much greater than that estimated in the popular model
of a single electron diffusion region at the X line. This
raises the question of the need for or purpose served by
such multiple structures. They cannot be required for
particle acceleration because ~jj 	 ~EE > 0 throughout the
much larger ion diffusion region. A possible model for
understanding why ~EE� ~UUe � ~BB � 0 in several regions
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within the magnetopause may be found by considering
EX, UeYBZ, and UeZBY , the terms in the X component
of this equation. Because the last of these terms is small
(as is shown in an earlier example), it is omitted from
the following qualitative discussion. If jEXj > jUeYBZj,
the electron diffusion region may be required because the
electric field became too large. This may happen in re-
gions of large and changing currents because the differ-
ent ion and electron motions that produce the current also
produce a local charge separation. A second possibility is
that jUeYBZj > jEXj, which may happen if the current
imposed on the local channel and carried by electrons
moving at speed UeY is too large for the electrons to carry
while moving with the ~EE� ~BB=B2 velocity. This second
model better explains the data in Fig. 3.

In summary, the magnetopause may contain many
electron diffusion regions at any time. They are associ-
ated with filamentary magnetopause currents having
widths of several electron skin depths. Within these stri-
ated current regions, there are large electric fields both
perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field and large
density fluctuations that may be signatures of important
pressure gradient terms in the generalized Ohm’s law. In
the largest current regions, the convective derivative por-
tion of the inertia term in the generalized Ohm’s law is
too small by more than 2 orders of magnitude to be
significant for the electron dynamics. Similarly, although
the measured wave power is enhanced inside the electron
diffusion region, it is too small by 3 orders of magnitude
to influence the electron dynamics, based on a linear
theory of anomalous resistivity. However, Vlasov simula-
tions suggest that such an estimate may be low [6]. The
observation of small current filaments is consistent with
the nonlinear stages of an electromagnetic streaming
instability such as the Weibel instability [7,8]. The
Weibel instability saturates on spatial scales of c=!pe,
resulting in current filaments that may attract one another
and coalesce.
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